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Summary 

The current experimental status of the r and 
charmed particles in medium-energy e'e- annihilations 
is reviewed. 

I. Introduction 

There are three principal subjects explored by 
e+e- annihilations in the DORIS I/SPEAR energy range: 
jets, the T lepton and charm. The subtle indication 
of jets at these low energies can now be contrasted 
with the visually-striking PETRA data, which has 
provided new insights into the jet characteristics 
Accordingly, my discussion will be limited to the r 
and charm. As we shall see, our relative understanding 
of these subjects has essentially reversed since the 
VIII Lepton Photon Symposium at Hamburg. The general 
properties of the r and most of its decay modes have 
now been measured fairly precisely and found to agree 
with the "standard model", whereas the charmed parti- 
cles have recently provided some unexpected results. 

I will attempt to bring out the salient inforna- 
tion provided by the experiments at DORIS and SPEAR. 
In the short tine available for this talk it is impos- 
sible to give credit to all the measurements of each 
quantity and so, where appropriate, Iwill simply pre- 
sent the data with the highest statistics. The topics 
which will be discussed in the following sections are: 

11. The T lepton 
III. The hadronic cross-section and charmoniun 

IV. The F mesons 

V. The charmed baryons 
VI. The D mesons 

VII. The charm lifetime 

II. The T Lepton 

A. General Properties 

At the time of the 1977 Hamburg Conference there 
were still reservations that the T might be an obscure 
manifestation of charm-a feeling motivated in part by 
the close proximity of the threshold for the two pro- 
cesses. The final doubts were eliminated later that 
year by the DASP group1 which observed r decays at the 
$', manifestly below charm threshold. 
the T mass to be (1807+ 20) MeV/c2 and, 

They determined 
short1 there- 

after, values were 
and DESY-HEIDELBERG 4 

uoted Y from DELCO' of (1782?,+) MeV/c2 
of (1787:::) MeV/c2. The DELCO 

measurement followed from a detailed mapping (Fig. 1) 
of the production cross-section of events containing 
one electron and one non-electron. These so-called 
"anomalous two-prong electron events" are found to con- 
tain almost exclusively the decay products of a r+r- 
pair. The abrupt rise in cross-section at threshold 
excludes integer spin assignments for the T since this 
would require p-wave production (~8~) in order to con- 
serve parity. However, half-lntegez spin particles can 
be produced in an s-wave which results in a threshold 
cross-section a&, compatible with observation. The 
distinction between different half-integer spins occurs 
at higher energies where the cross-section for spins 
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greater than 
!r: becomes 
divergent2 
(Fig. 2) on 
the assumption 
of the absence 
of anomalous 
form factors. 
Independent 
confirmation 
of the spin 4 
assignment is 
obtained from 
the T- + r-v 
branching 'I 
ratio as dis- 
cussed below.3 
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Fig. 1. The two-prong electron cross-section ratio, 
Rex" o(eX) /alill measured by DELCO in the center-of-mass 
energy range, 3.50< E,< 4.4 GeV. The fitted curves 
indicate the threshold behavior for a pair of particles 
with spin 4 (solid),1 (dashed) and 3/2 (dot-dashed). 
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the cross-section 
indicates a new 
threshold for a 
pair of spin i:: par- 
ticles and displays 
a smooth rise to a 
constant value, 
relative to !l+u-. 
production, as 
betokens point-like 
particles. Tiiese 
characteristics 
exclude a hadron 
description but are 
precisely those of 
a "heavy" lepton. 

Fig. 2. The cross-sections expected for a pair of 
point-like particles according to several spin 
assignments. The constants K, A, B, C and D are rela- 
ted to the gyromagnetic ratio and multipole values of 
the particles (see Ref. 2 for details). The data 
points are the DELCO eX events, normalized to the spin 
4 curve. Note that the vertical scale changes from 
linear to logarithmic at 1.0. 

Under the assumption that the standard weak cur- 
rent participates in r decays, the lifetime iu rg=ru x 
(m I P nT )"b e, whererpz u lifetime, nl=lepton mass and 
be= branching'ratio for r-+v,e-3e. regimentally, be= 
(0.175+0.011) and so rO= (2.8r0.2) 10 sec. At these 
energies, the lifetime allows a T flight-path of about 
0.2 mm, approximately a factor of 4 less than the aver- 
age transverse dimension of the SPEAR interacticnl VO!.- 
ume. Although this flight.-path is not measurable with- 
Out far larger data samples, an upper limit of approxi- 
mately lmm has been placed byDELC0.4 The technique is 
to use the observed three-momenta in the two-prong 
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eX events in order to reconstruct weighted probability 
distributions of the initial T directions and in turn 
to compute weighted flight-path measurements, The fi- 
nal result is the 7 lifetime limit, 70~ 2.3 lo-l2 set 
(95% CL). This is equivalent to a lower limit on the 
coupling strength at the r-v,-W vertex of 12% (95% 
CL) of full weak strength. It is interesting to note 
that at the highest PETRA/PEP energies the T flight- 
path is 0.8 mm and so a finite measurement of the life- 
time may be possible. 

The V,A structure of the ‘I- vT vertex has been 
measured from the electron energy spectrum in the decay 
7--+ vTe-Ce. (Throughout, this notatj.on implies both 
charge-conjugatereactions,unless otherwise indicated.) 
The predicted spectrum is shown in Fig, 3 under the 
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Fig. 3. The (non-radiatively-corrected) normalized 
electron energy spectrum in the T rest-frame for 
the decay r--+vre-j, under several space-time 
assumptions for the ‘c--v7 coupling. 

assumption that e-v, vertex is pure V-A. The most 
general coupling is a linear combination of V and A 
amplitudes but, for a massless v7, the anticipated 
couplings are pure V-A or V+A which correspond, 
respectively, to a left-handed VT and a right-handed 
VT. These spectra are characterized by the Michel 
parameter, p, which is 0.75 for V-A and 0 for V+A. 

The experimental data4 (Fig. 4) is well fitted by 
a V-A spectrum, whereas V+A is completely excluded 
and pure V or pure A are disfavored. If the Michel 
parameter is left free before fitting this data, it is 
found to have the value p=O.72+ 0.15 (X*/dof=15.8/16), 
after including systematic errors. A separation 
between the V-A and the V+A hypotheses has been sug- 
gested by Nachtmann and Pais for experimental data 
with limited statistics. They point out that the mean 
value of the electron energy divided by the beam ener- 
gy should be 0.35 and 0.30 for V-A and V+A, respec- 
tively, under the conditions of complete acceptance, 
no measurement errors and no radiative corrections. 
The application of this test in the DELCO data4 
(Fig. 5) indicates there is agreement with V-A 
throughout the full center-of-mass energy range. 

The electron energy spectrum is also sensitive to 
the mass of the v7. Since the V+A hypothesis is 
ruled out for any value of the vr mass, the measure- 
ment is made by assuming V-A and determining the X2 
of the fitted curves versus vr mass. In this fashion, 
the data of Fig. 4 provides the T neutrino mass upper 
limit of 250 MeV/c* (95% CL). 

All these properties can be combined into the 
Feynman graph of the decay r-+vTe-3, (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 4. The normalized electron energy spectrum 
obtained by DELCO in the energy range, 3.57< Ecm< 7.5 
GeV (excluding $'I). The radiatively-corrected fits 
for V-A (solid) and V+A (dashed) show X2/dof of 
15.9117 and 53.7117, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. The electron energy divided by the beam 
energy for the data of Fig. 4, separated into several 
center-of-mass energy ranges. The predictions of the 
V-A and V+A hypotheses are indicated by the solid 
and dashed lines, respectively, after accounting for 
radiative corrections, losses and measurement errors. 

J v,(<250) 

e-79 

Fig. 6. A diagram of the decay r-+v,e-Se which 
compares the experimental knowledge of T- VT with 
that of e.7~~. 
units.MeV/c2 

The particle-masses are given in the 

The close analogy between ‘C-VT (left-hand side) and 
e- ve (right-hand side) is striking. 

B. Branching Ratios 

The majority of the 'c decay rates can be calcu- 
lated and so branching-ratio measurements provide ' 
further tests of whether the standard weak current 
participates in T decays. 
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The world average branching ratios and theoretical 
predictions are summarized in Table I. The experiment- 
al measurements made before November, 1978 are refer- 
enced by Feldman.6 Only the new data, available since 
that time, will be discussed here. The theoretical 
predictions have been derived from recent rate calcu- 
lations7 after normalizing the total contribution, in- 
cluding Cabibbo suppressed modes, to 100%. However, 
where experiments have excluded the kaon contributions, 
Table I shows the comparable theoretical calculation 
in parentheses. 

All the new information on T one-prong decays has 
been provided by Dorfan and co-workers using data taken 
by the Mark II detector8 at SPEAR. They have measured 
the branching ratio to rr-$+Oy, observed in the energy 
range, 4.5~ Ecm< 6.0 GeV. The major background, which 
constitutes 35% of the observed events, is provided by 
the decay T-+P-v~ in which both photons excape detec- 
tion. After removal of the backgrounds,the T energy 
distribution (Fig. 7) displays the box-like shaae 

4.5<Ec.m$6.0 GeV 

40 - r---77-v, 
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which is char- 
acteristic of 
a two-body 

: 

decay. The 
measured 
branching 
ratio is 
b(T-+ a-v,) = 
(10.7+ 2.0)%. 

The r-v 
decay mode h&s 
now been ob- 
served by four 
experiments 
which collec- 
tively measure 
a branching 

,#..I. ratio in agree- . 
ment with 

PION ENERGY (Gel’) 

Fig. 7. The TI energy spectrum observed 
theoretical 

by the Mark II for the decay 7-+n-v7 
expectations. 

in the energy range, 4.5~ Ecm< 6.0 GeV. ~&~,~~, 
ratio measure- 

ment provides additional information which supports 
the spin 4 assignment for the 7 and the vT. A compar- 
ison of the.theoretical calculat=s' with the experi- 
mental measurement of r(T-+n-v7)/r‘(r-+e-uev7) 
{Table II) excludes a spin 312 assignment for the 'I or 

Table II. A Comparison of the Predicted and Observed 

7~ Decay Rate for Several 

UT) Spin Assignments 

(7,v7) SPIN (+,+I ()1,3/2) U/2,%) O/2,3/2) 

1 r (TV) /r (evv) ITHEORY 0.59 0 0.25 1.33 

1 r (TV> /r (evv) 1 EXPERIMENT = 0.52 t 0.07 

v7e 
The relative rates vary since different 7 and vT 

spins alter the mass, and thereby the branching ratios, 
of the virtual W in the decay 7-+v7~. In the case 
of a (7,~~) spin of ($,3/2), helicity-conservation 
forbids the n-vr mode. The effects of spin values 
P 512 have not been calculated. 

The Mark II detector has also provided new infor- 
mation on the decay 7--+n-n”v7 based on a sample of 93 
events of the type n-r"l+, l= e,u. The lepton require- 
ment serves both to decrease the non-r background and 
to remove any ambiguity in the n-no invariant mass 
measurement. The latter quantity Is plotted in Fig. 8 
and clearly indicates the dominance of p production 

Table I. World-Average T Branching Ratios 

and Theoretical Predictions 

Final State 

Branching Ratio (X) 
* 

Experimental Theoretical 

a> l-Prong: 

v7eS e 
VTr;S 

lJ 

VT*-- 

v7p- 

v7n-2 2no 

b) Multi-Prong 

V7?lYlT 
+ 

v711-71-r+ * Ill0 

v,3n-2n+r On0 

v I 3-charged- 
2 On’ 

7 particles 

Observed Total 94. f 7. 

c) Exotica 

3X(X= charged 
particle) 

31(1= lepton) 

1+llX 

l+ny 

e-y 

v--t 

17.5 + 1.1 

18.5 + 1.2 

9.1 f 1.1 

20.9 * 3.7 

66.0 fi 4.2 

--- 

18.0 

17.5 

11.1 (10.6) 

23.4 (22.4) 

70.0 

10.0 

5.6 f 1.6 

--- 

--- 

28. -I 6. 

< 1.0 (95% CL: 

c 0.6 (90% CL' 

< 4.0 (90% CL 

< 12.0 (90% CL 

< 2.6 (90% CL 

c 1.3 (90% CL 

4.3 

14.4 

1.3 

20.0 

90.0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
* 

Unless shown in parentheses, the theoretical 
branching ratios include the contributions from 
K's to the hadronic final states. 

(a Breit-Wigner resonance fit finds Mp= 770+ 20 MeV/c* 
and Pp= 194+ 30 MeV/c ). This is exactly what was 
anticipated from e+e- measurements at fi < mT, on the 
assumption of the equality of the electromagnetic and 
weak vector currents. After excluding events outside 
the p peak, the experiment measures the branching ratio 
b(r-+ p-V7)= (20.5+ 4.1)%. 

The majority of the single-prong decays of the T 
have been measured and agree well with the theoretical 
calculations. The remaining one-prong modes are pre- 
dicted to be predominantly final states of the type 

~~r-5: 2n0, and they 

30 /----r--T’ ;;;l;~e;ft ;,$;;;t; 

tor is expected to be 
vTn- 2n0, which 
should be comparable 
with vTm-r-n+. The 
latter mode has been 

Fig. 8. The r-r0 
invariant mass 
observed by Mark II 
for the decays 

T--c ll-lT”V 
T’ 
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isolated by the PLUTO detector at DORIS and a fairly 
detailed analysis of the small data sample has been 
recently completed.1° The experimenters have selected 
events which contain only a lepton and three charged 
pions (with zero total charge). In order to suppress 
hadronic backgrounds, a missing-mass cut of at least 
0.9 GeV/c2 is required. There are 54 events yhich 
survive and the invariant masses of the two n 'II com- 
binations per event are plotted in Fig. 9. Most events 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
,..j a+~- MASS (GeV/cz) I....,> 

Fig. 9. The r'n- mass spectrum 
observed by PLUTO in events contairt- 
ing only four prongs, n-*-x+lepton+. 
The higher mass combination in each 
event is indicated by the shaded 
histogram. The background of had- 
ronic events with a misidentified 
lepton is shown by the solid curve. 
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Fig. 10. The pan- mass spectrum 
measure by PLUTO. The fitted 
curves, which are superimposed 
over the background (solid curve), 
correspond to 't decays into 
a) a non-resonant pn system for 
several values of the relative 
angular momentum and b) a 1+ 
resonant pn system of mass 
1;O GeV/c2 and width 0.48 GeV/c2. 

indicate one 
combination con- 
sistent with o" 
and a study shows 
that non-resonant 
3n production is 
< 32% (95% CL) of 
the total. The 
analysis proceeds 
by cutting about 
the p mass to give 
a sample of 27 
signal and 13 
background events. 
The invariant mass 
of the pn system 
is compared with 
non-resonant 
(Fig. 10a) and 
resonant 
(Fig. lob) spectra. 
A non-resonant 
s-waveIJP(pa)=l+) 
can account for 
the observed spec- 
trum whereas p- 
and d-waves show 
poorer agreement. 
An independent 
Dalitz plot study 

Jp=2- (p-wave) 
to be acceptable 
and other assign- 
ments to be at 
least an order- 
of-magnitude less 
likely. A reso- 
nant Breit-Wigner 
fit (Fig. lob) 
assumes the val- 
ues, M=l.O GeV/c2 
and P=O.48 GeVfc'. 
In summary, there 
is a definite sig- 
nal of the decay 
z- + p-w ~ and the 
Pn- state is 
probably Jp=l+. 
The measured 
branching ratio 
of (5.4+ l.J)% is 
in accord with 
the theoretical 
estimate and 
shows that the 371 
axial current is 
rather large, 
only a factor of 
two less than the 
271 vector current. 
The present data 
is insufficient 

to determine whether a resonant structure is present 
in the l+ , pn system. However, it is likely that the 
Mark II experiment will be able to settle this ques- 
tion in the near future. The bizarre situation in 

which r decays measure the parameters of the elusive A 
meson was forcasted by Sakuraill in 1975! 

1 

Thete has only been one direct measurement of thd 
inclusive multi-prong branching ratio of the r which is 
free of the biases of charm decays. This has resulted 
from the DELCO observation, below charm threshold, of 
multi (2 3) prong events containing a single electron. 
These events'display (Fig. 11) a rise in the energy 

range 3.50- 3.72 
GeV which is 

O.lO-, , ( , , , , , I, \ I - compatible with 
Chon ‘- the T. The ob- 

Thre:hold Threshold served events 
R, I I : are corrected 

for backgrounds 
- due to false 

0.05 - - electron tags. 
The corrections 

- are large, e.g., 
p/ the background- 

- fraction in the 
G , , , I I I I I I I I I , observed events 
3.5 3.6 3.7 at 3.67 GeV is 

60%. ..,* E LCIL (GeV) !.I.,, They are 
determined both 

Fig. 11. The multi-prong electron by calculation 
cross-section ratio, R,=a(e+Z 2- and comparison 
charged-particles)/o,,u observed by with electron 
DELCO below charm threshold, in the events observed 

The fitted curve (X2$?~f~~25?~~* 
energy range,3.50< E at the $(3095). 

After accounting 
indicates the threshold behavior for systematic 
of r+r- pairs. . errors, the fit 

in Fig. 11 
measures 2bebmp = 0.098t 0.022, where bmp is the T 
multi-prong branching ratio. Using the world average 
experimental value of the electronic branching ratio, 
be=0.1J5? 0.011, determines bmp = 0.28+ 0.06. 

In summary, all experimental branching ratios or 
upper limits confirm, within their present precision, 
the predictions of the standard model. This model 
considers the r- and vr to be a third weak iso-doublet 
lepton pair which joins the family previously comprised 
of e--ve and n--vu. We will briefly consider alter- 
native possibilities in the next section. 

C. Lepton Classification 

The experimental observations which we have 
discussed prove the existence of a new charged lepton 
which decays to final states involving an unobserved 
neutral particle. It is the nature of this neutral 
particle and of its coupling with the T- which classi- 
fies the new lepton. The experimental information 
which has been instrumental is: 

1) Ther lifetime limit: ~~ < 2.3~10~'~ set (95% CL) 

2) The branching ratio upper limit to three charged 
leptons of < 0.6% (90% CL) 

3) The ratio of the muonic to electronic decay rate 
b(r-mu-v,v,)/b(r-me-;,v,)= 1.061: 0.10 

4) The -electron energy spectrum in the decay' 
7-e e-3,v, , which indicates p=0.?2f0.15 and 
m+< 250 MeV/c' 

5) The absence of the reaction vu+Nucleus+efX,12 
where X contains no muons. This final state 
could result fromrfXproduction and provides the 
experimental upper limit of 2.5% (90% CL) for the 
ratio of the v,,- r coupling to the vti- II coupling 

6) The precise limits on e-p universality,13 e.g.,. 
b()i-+e-y)< 2.10~~~ (90% CL), b(u-+e-e-e+) < 1.9X 
10-9, p(n+ev)/l'(n+uv)= (1.032 .02)xTheory. 
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The details of the comparison of the data with 
specific models,and their original references, are 
given by Gilman.14 The following assignments for the 
neutral particle which participates in T- decays are -._ - - excluded: ve, u,, 
certain models, e 

, v,, and mixtures of ve and vu in 
.g., the heavy-neutrino (NT) model 

in which mN7>m,. However, the assignment vT z ve is 
not experimentally excluded, despite the upper limit 
of 2.6% for the branching ratio T-+e'y. 

The simplest classification which remains is that 
of e-p- T universality in which each charged lepton 
couples via the same weak current to its own neutrino. 
Over the four years since the first indications of the 
T, a broad range of its properties have been measured 
and together they provide persuasive evidence in 
support of this "standard model". 

III. The Hadronic Cross-Section and Charmonium 

A. QCD Predictions 

The measurement of the cross-section, a(e+e- -+ 
hadrons), provides direct tests of the only theory we 
have for the strong interactions: quantum chromodyna- 
mics (QCD). This model predicts the ratio of the 
hadronic cross-section to the p-pair cross-section to 

Nf be in zeroth order, RO(E,,) = 3 cicl Q:, where Qi is 
the charge of the ith quark and the sum is over the 
quarks with mass 5 0.5 E,,. This expression follows 
from the assumption that hadronic events originate 
from quark-antiquark pair-production (Fig. 12a). The 
measurement of R therefore indicates the number of 
quarks and their charges, if they possess color and if 
they are point-like. In addition, by measuring the 
angular distribution of the "jet-axis" within the 
hadronic events, a test is made of the assumption that 
the quarks have J=Jri. 

The theory of QCD also requires the existence of 
gluons, which influence the hadronic cross-section by 
means of gluonic radiative corrections. The first- 
order terms (Fig. 12b) introduce a correction to R of 
magnitude as/n. The 
quantity as(= g2/4n) 
is the square of the 2 

strong coupling 
- q,q 

constant at the qqg MNVV photon 
vertex and has the 
value 
12a/{33-2Nf)Ln s/A2. (0) 
In this expression, 
Nf is the number of 1 / 12 
q;ark flavors and h 
a constant, which 
from lepton (e,U,v) 1 
scattering experi- 
ments is found to I 
have a value near 
0.5 GeV/c2. The 
second-order cor- 
rections have only 
recently been calcu- 
lated15 and result 
in the theoretical 

(b) 167PAll 

Fig. 12. The diagrams which are used to calculate 
a) the "bare" hadronic cross-section and b) the 
first-order corrections due to gluon radiation. 

value, 
R = Ro{l+as/n+ (l.98-0.12Nf)(us/n)2+ . . . ) 

The main predictions are as follows: 

a> The first-order correction is large (-10%) 

b) The second-order terms are small (-2%) 

c) The value of R will slowly decrease with increas- 
ing q2, assuming no quark thresholds are crossed. 
This is a consequence of the "running" coupling 
constant as. 

In Fig. 13 a comparison is made of the QCD calcu- 
lation of R with the Mark I measurements in the energy 

6 
‘t tk 

I I I 

--- 0.7 GeV/c’ - 

Fig. 13. The hadronic cross-section ratio, 
R=o(hadrons)/oL,,,, after radiative corrections and T 
subtraction, as measured by Mark I. The error-bars 
do not include a systematic uncertainty of 15%. The 
curves show the QCD prediction for several values of 
the mass parameter 12. 

range,2.6 < E,,< 7.8 GeV.16 The curves include the 
limits of the uncertainty in the value of A, and the 
charmed quark threshold is chosen to accommodate the 
J, and $' contributions. For energies above 5 GeV, 
which are beyond the resonance region, the measure- 
ments are higher than predictions by lo- 15%. Since 
this is equal to the systematic precision of the 
measurenent there is no conflict with the theoretical 
curve. 

It has been stressed by Bjorkenl' and others that 
the measurement of R is a "gold-plated" test of QCD. 
In contrast with most applications of the theory, this 
calculation does not suffer from illnesses such as 
large non-leading corrections and is applied to a 
"well understood" quark-antiquark system. However, 
all present measurements have been limited to a lo-15% 
accuracy by systematic effects, whereas about 2% 
accuracy is required to test QCD. The systematic 
errors are due to uncertainties in the detection 
efficiencies, background subtractions of 21, T, beam 
gas, cosmics and QED processes, and radiative correc- 
tions. An ideal apparatus,which avoids many of tile 
systematics faced by the present detectors, is a 
calorimeter with a large-solid-angle measurement of 
both charged and neutral particles and with the abili- 
ty to trigger on a deposited energy which is a small 
fraction of the center-of-mass energy. A possible 
candidate would be the Crystal Ball surrounded by a 
large, totally active liquid-scintillator hadron 
calorimeter. 

In common with most QCD caculations, the predic- 
tion for the hadronic cross-section does not account 
for resonances. However,the charmonium resonances, 
which are observed near charm threshold, provide a 
unique opportunity to explore the QCD features of a ' 
bound system of two quarks which are non-relativistic 
and therefore "calculable". The experimental status 
of the charmonium states is summarized in the next 
section. 
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R. Charmonium 

Charmonium levels are characterized in the spec- 
troscopic notation, n2S+lLJ where n is the principal 
quantum number (or radial excitation number), S(=Oorl) 
is the sum of the quark and antiquark spins, L their 
relative orbital angular momentum and J the total spin 
of the system. States with J= 1 appear as s-channel 
resonances in the hadronic cross-section (Table III). 

Table III. Charmonium StatedObserved as Resonances 

in the Hadronic Cross-Section 

s L JPC =+bJ n Name Mass (MeV/c2) 

1 1 

2 2 
- 

3097 3097 + + 2 2 

3686 3686 f f 3 3 

4028 4028 f f 5 5 

4414 4414 It It 7 7 

3768 rt 4 3768 rt 4 

4160 rf. 20 4160 rf. 20 

+The spectroscopic assignments are those favored by 
the theory.lR 

A comparison of the experimental measurementslg 
(Fig. 14) of the hadronic cross-section near charm 
threshold indicates the following: 

a) 

cl 

d) 

4.16 

Clear establishment of peaks at 3.17 GeV and 4.03 
GeV and a fair agreement on the shape of the 
structure at 4.4 GeV (although this appears 
exceptionally pronounced in the Mark I data). 

Disagreement on the presence or significance of 
a peak at 4.16 CeV. 

Possible structure in the region near 3.95 GeV. 

Agreement within the systematic errors on the 
magnitudes of the cross-section before and after 
charm threshold. ( In fact, a comparison of 
these plots provides a yardstick for the present 
systematic precision of the experimental value 
for R.) 

A large part of the discrepancy which exists at 
GeV can be explained by radiative corrections. 

These require as input the structure seen in the raw 
data and this structure is exaggerated after the 
application of radiative corrections. Typically, in 
this region, a peak will be increased by 10% and a 
dip decreased by about 10%. The 4+4.2 GeV region 
has not been measured with high precision and could 
possibly be far more complicated than presently inter- 
preted. The moral is that future measurements of R 
should show the raw data both before and after 
radiative corrections. 

The low-lying charmonium states, for which Jpc#l--, 
have been explored by measuring the radiative decays of 
the + and $' (Table IV). Since a detailed presenta- 
tion is made at this conference of the status of the 
radiative charmonium levels, I will restrict myself 
to a few brief comments. The major progress has been 
the exclusion of the possible pseudoscalars at masses 
2820, 3450 and 3590 MeV/c2 (to the great relief of 
charmonium theorists!) and the contribution of a new 
nc candidate, from the Crystal Ball, at a mass of 
2980 MeV/c'. 2o The most strikin absence occurs when 
comparing the Crystal Ball data 2H with the signal 
expected from DASP enhancement at 2820 MeV/c2 
(Fig. 15). In summary, the levels which could not be 
accommodated into the charmonium model have been 

6 

R 
__----. 

4 

fir 

2 

SLAC-LBL (MARK 1) _ 

6- (b) 

PLUTO 
(no r subtraclmn ) 

R 

DASP 

R 
-- 

2 
CRYSTAL-BALL 

0- 
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

‘,~ $0-1. EC.,,,. (GeV) ,.,*>, 

Fig'. 14. The observed values of R near charm threshold. 
All data are corrected for radiative effects and con- 
tamination from the T, unless otherwise indicated. 
The hand-drawn curve, which follows the DASP points, 
has been applied to the other measurements in order to 
facilitate a comparison. Systematic errors, which 
range from lo-15%, are not included in the error-bars. 

experimentally excluded and a promising candidate for 
the lowest-mass pseudoscalar CC statehas been observed. 
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Table IV. Charmonium States Observed in J, and $' 

Radiative Decays 

JPC 

O-+ 

0* 

I++ 

2* 

1+ 

2s+lLJ 

lsO 

3 
pO 

3pl 

3P2 

lP 1 

n Name 
- 

1 ‘1, 

2 G 

1 X 

1 X 

1 X 

1 
- 

50 I I I I I I 

- c 

I 
a.... QED I 

40 - OE[3+1+q’ 

Mass (MeV/c2) 

(2820), 2980 ?: 30 

(3450), (3590) 

3412 + 2 

3507 * 3 

3551 ?r 3 

not seen 

2.6 2.6 3.0 3.2 

..I, 
2y MASS (GeV/c*) I.?..,. 

select events of the type yy + 2 2-charged-particles + 
anything, in which the two photons must each exceed 
140 MeV and have the vector sum of their momenta lie 
between 0.3 and 1.4 GeV/c. The 2y-invariant-mass is 
measured at several energies (Fig. 16) and shows a 
clear ro peak superimposed over a smooth background 
due to false combinations. The shape of the combina- 
torial background is determined both by Monte Carlo 
calculation and by combining photons from different 
events. The data also showsanexcess of events in the 
n mass region at 4.42 GeV, but no compelling evidence 
for n production at other energies. This is particu- 
larly true at 4.03 GeV where the upper limit is meas- 
ured for n production in D decays, b(D-+nX)< 2%. On 
this basis it is argued that the n source at 4.42 
GeV is neither D's nor "old physics". The n signal is 
small: (4.1 + 0.9)nb or approximately 10% relative to r" 
production. This analysis requires a careful under- 
standing of the background shape, which results from a 
raw spectrum that increases rapidly at low masses and 
a detection efficiency with the opposite behavior. 

I 1 I 1 
r----l r-----l 

f 4.03GeV -1 

I 4.30GeV 1 

Fig. 15. The 2y mass spectrum (high sol- 
ution) observed by the Crystal Ball in 
the decays l$;yyy. The curves show the 
contributions expected from the sources 
JI+ny, n'y and QED 3y. The dashed histo- 
gram indicates the signal expected from 
the DASP candidate for a pseudoscalar 
state (which is conservatively shifted 
to 2850 MeV/c'). 

IV. The F Mesons 

A. General Properties 

Since the F mesons are built of a charmed and 
strange quark, they will decay strongly to a DK final 
State for mF> 2360 MeV/c2. Experimentally, the ground 
state (pseudoscalar) F particle is below this mass so 
we expect it to decay weakly to states which include 
.G : Kik (X=nn, ev, uv), $X, nX and n'X. The vector 
version of this particle, the F*, cannot decay strong- 
ly to Fv since it would violate isospin. Since it 
appears that mF*< mF+ 2n, we expect the decay F*+Fy 
to account for essentially the full decay rate. 

These characteristics have been exploited in 
searching for F production in e+e- annihilation. As 
we shall see in the following section, there is very 
sparse experimental information presently available. 

B. Experimental Status 

The only evidence which sup 
F's has been presented by DASP. 2Y 

orts the presence of 
The experimenters 

220 

200 
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60 

60 

40 

20 

0 
0.2 0.6 I.0 0.2 0.6 I.0 0.2 0.6 I.0 

4o t 4.60 GeV 

30 

20 

IO 

0 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

IO 

0 

2y MASS (GeV/c*) ISW.4. 

Fig. 16. The 2y mass distribution observed by DASP at 
several center-of-mass energies in events of the type 
2y + 2 2-charged particles + anything. The smooth 
lines account for combinatorial backgrounds, ?r" and, 
at certain energies, n production. 

When a further requirement is imposed that there 
be an additional photon of energy less than 140 MeV, 
the data (Fig. 17) suggests a possible.enhancement of 
the n peak at 4.42 GeV. Again the background knowledge 
is crucial. (In these plots the solid lines are 
estimates of the uncorrelated photon backgrounds, 
normalized to the data with muy > 0.7 GeV/c2.) 

As a result of these inclusive observations, the 
DASP group restricts their attention to events of the 
type nf. + yy + yQ + X, where the pion momentum exceeds 
0.6 GeV/c, the yy mass lies within the n band and the 
energy of ye is below 140 Rev. The events are fitted 
to the reaction e+e-+FfF*t + (r'n)(FSyl), with the 
constraint that the n'n mass equal the Fs (recoil) 
mass. The even,ts which have an acceptable fit to this 
hypothesis are plotted in Fig. 18. The data at 4.42 
GeV shows a peak of six events at mv,,=mF= 2.04 f. 0.02 
GeV/c2,whereas the data at other energies, which pro- 
videsacontrol sample,shows no such peak. By measuring 
the photon energy 
the F" mass 

associated with the six signal events, 
is found to be mF*' (2.15 + 0.05) GeV/c'. 

Finally, on the assumption that all the inclusive n's 
at 4.42 GeV are due to F decay, the relative rate 
r(F+an)/I'(F+nX) is found to be 0.09 f 0.06. 
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0.2 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.6 

4.49- 5. I GeV 

-1 

d 
* -79 2y MASS (GeV/cz) I~lsrl, 

Fig. 17. The data of Fig. 16 after imposing the 
requirement of an extra photon below 140 MeV. The 
solid lines indicate the expected combinatorial 
backgrounds. 

” 2.5 

2 
(01 4.42 GeV 

= 2.0 r-l---- 
a* . 

,.I. or* MASS (GeVk2) ,6,,.,, 

Fig. 18. The DASP evidence for FF* production based 
on fjts to events of the type rfn + Xy, where the mass 
of the recoil particle, X, is constrained to be equal 
td the n*n mass. 

There is very little information about E's from 
other experiments. A possible peak in the KKnn mass 
system at 2.04 GeV/c*, observed by the LGW experiment, 
has been ruled out by Mark II measurements at a higher 
sensitivity. The Mark II apparatus is not suited to a 
measurement of inclusive n's but it is possible that 
the Crystal Ball will be able to provide an independent 
check of the DASP n measurements. The Mark II detector 
finds23 upper limits for F production which are close 
to the positive result from DASP (Table V). 

Table V. Hark II Cross-Section Upper Limits 

for F Production 

Decay Channel E cm (GeW uFxBR (95% CL) 
I I 

F+ lr+Tj 4.16 < 0.33 nb + 
4.42 c 0.26 nb" 

F+ < 0.13 nb + K%" 4.16 
4.42 < 0.22 nb 

I I 

*c.f. DASP result: 0.41 * 0.18 nb 

The F’s are certainly the most poorly-understood 
of the ground-state charmed particles. It will be an 
important goal of future e e + - measurements to provide 
independent support of the DASP data and to measure the 
F properties. 

V. The Charmed Baryons 

A. General Properties and Observations 

at Proton Accelerators 

The lowest charmed baryon states are made of'u, d 
and c quarks with zero relative orbital angular momen- 
tum of all pairs. The lightest is the spin 4 AZ (udc 
with ud in an I= 0, S= 0 state) followed by the spin 4 

ZE*+y* (ddc, udc and uuc, respectively, with "ud" in 
an I=l, S= 1 state) and finally the spin 3/2 Ck,"+'? 
Since the mass of the A$ is less than mR + mD, it 
decays weakly to states such as NKX (X=nn, ev, uv), 
AX, EX, etc. If the masses of the It's exceed mA,+m,, 
then these states will predominantly decay down to the 
AZ by pion emission, 

In contrast with the situation for charmed mesons, 
e+e- storage rings have come second to proton accelera-, 
tors in the observation of charmed baryons. In the 
last few months there has been a dramatic growth in the 
number of experiments which have seen charmed baryon 
signals. I have attempted to summarize the relevant 
data from proton accelerators in Table VI. 

Table VI. Summary of Observations of Charmed 

Experiment 

BNL 7' BC 
(COL-BNL) 

FNAL Photo- 
production 
(CIHF) 

FNAL 15' BC I 
(COL-BNL) 

FNAL 15' BCII 
(TIMST) 

BEBC Emulsion 
(ABCDLOPRT) 

ISR I 
(UCLA-SACLAY) 

ISR II 
(ACBMRR) 

ISR III 
(AccDBN 

Baryons at Pro, to1 - 

Refer- Produc- Decay Mass 
ence tion Channel (MeV/c2) 

24 

25 

26 

26 

26 

27 

27 

27 

"UP 

YJp 

YJd 

YN 

YJN 

vlld 

v!JN 

PP 

PP 

PP 

I Accelerators 

Ar+r+r+lT- 
l\r+ll+*- 

K"sn-r+p 

Lr+r+r-n- 

Ko,p,Ar-+ 

All+ll+ll- 

K-n+p 

K-r+p 

l++p 

K-r+p 

2426? 12 
2260+ 20 

22542 12 

2260+ 20 

2257210 

2257+ 17 

2295+ 15 

22902 11 

22625 10 

2260-+ ? 

Much of this data is unpublished and preliminary, 
and may &entually change. However, it is instructive 
to try to group the ten mass measurements: seven are 
consistent with an average mass of 2259 + 6 MeV/c*, 
two show an average.mass of 2292 + 9 MeV/c* and one 
measurement is at 2426 + 12 MeV/c*. The final measure- 
ment is presently interpreted as a candidate for either 
the Ey or the EC*, 
pion emission to the AZ. 

which is observed to decay by 
From the mass splittings of 

the lighter baryons (C and A) it is unlikely that there 
is more than one state between 2.25 and 2.30 GeV/c*, so 
the most favored AZ mass is 2.26 GeV/c*. We will now 
turn our attention to the e+e- data on this subject. 
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B. Inclusive Baryon Production 

Until rzcently, the only evidence for charmed 
baryons in e e- annihilation came from the measurement 
of inclusive baryon production. The Mark II measure- 
ments of the inclusive proton and A cross-sections as 
a function of E, 28 are shown in Fig. 19. The quanti- 
ties displayed are R(p+p)=2~(5)/~,,,, and R(A+A) = 
fu(A) + ~(%MY,,,,, where the former measurement avoids 

0.25 

,-; 0.20 

2 0.15 
ar 

0.1 0 

0.0 5 

3 4 5 6 7 8 

u-r, . Em. ( GeV ) Mac.> 

Fig. 19. The Mark II measurements 
of the inclusive cross-section 
ratios for a) p+p and b) A+3 as 

the large back- 
grounds due to 
beam-gas interac- 
tions. Both 
channels display 
a shar,, increase 
in cross-section 
near 4.5 GeV, co- 
incident with the 
kinematic thresh- 
old for charmed 
baryon production. 
These effects are 
clearly imcompati- 
ble with the naked 
charm threshold or 
the gentle loga- 
rithmic dependence 
expected with in- 
creasing energy. 
The observed step 
sizes of 0.31+0.06 
and O.lO+ 0.03 
for p+ij and A+ii, 
respectively, 2g 
indicate the Afp 
fraction in 
charmed barvon de- 
cays is (41+ 15)X, 
after excluding 

a function of center-of-mass energy. the protons from 
The error-bars do not include eve;: 
all systematic errors of a) 17% and 
b) 27%, which may vary slowly with 
energy. 

r / / 1 
60 pK-T+ (01 pK+T.. JO ~- t t 

.20 ,tiit it+, tt 

t 2.2 2.3 2.4 

t 
I 

ttttt+ttt++ it (‘ttr+itt{ t t 

0 I I 

tb) pK+r-+pK+r+ 
@K-T+ + p K-T- 

-2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 

, ,. MASS M(DKT~ (GeV/c’) ,.,,,, 

.Fig. 20.‘ The pKn mass distribu- 
tions measured by Mark II above 
E = 4.5 GeV for a) charge combina- 
ti:ns with the quantum numbers of 
the A$ and b) charge combinations 
incompatible with the A:. The in- 
set c) shows, in finer binning, the 
enhancement observed at (2285k 6) 
MeV/c*. 

A decays. This 
measurement 
applies to the AZ, 
since most heavier 
charmed baryons 
probably cascade 
down to the AZ. 

C. Resonance 

Characteristics 

The conclu- 
sive evidence for 
charmed baryon 
production in e+e- 
annihilation was 
provided recently 
by the Mark II 
observation*R of 
a peak in the 
Rn+p mass spec- 
trum (Fig. 20a) 
for data taken 
above EC,= 4.5GeV. 
The smooth back- 
ground is measured 
both in shape and 
magnitude by tak- 
ing the combina- 
tions Kfn-p and 
kn? (fig. 20b) 
and dividing the 
result by two. 
After accounting' 
for systematic 
errors, the peak 

~~~;~e~?~~; "i;';ql 
these masses have been deter- 
collisions. The techniques are 

described by Feldman30 along with a discussion of the 
experimental data which supports the spin-parity 
assignments for the D and D . An example is the angu- 
lar distribution of DE pairs observed at the $" 
(Fig. 21) which shows a sin*@ dependence, as expected 
for spin 0 particles. 
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is found to occur at a mass of (2285? 6) MeV/c2. This 
is naturally interpreted as the AZ, but the observed 
mass lies above most of the measurements in Table VI. 
Since it is unlikely that two states are involved, the 
discrepancy is probably due to unaccounted systematic 
errors in the measurements, 

The signal is found to have the magnitude, 
o(A,+~,) b(Ac+KKnp)= (0.037+ 0.012)nb. This can be 
translated into a branching ratio measurement by attrib- 
uting the rise in o(p+p) solely to the AZ, whereby, 
u(A,+&) =AR(p+p) CJ 

P 
/0.6= (1.7 ?r 0.4)nb. The factor 

0.6 accounts for a s atistical estimation of the ratio 
p/(p+n) in AZ decays. The result is the branching 
ratio, b(A~-+Rn+p)= (2.2r l.O)%. 

There have been some preliminary studies made of 
resonance formation in the Knp system and of other 
decays of the A+ 
background, the 

c.-*After subtracting the non-resonant 
K ' ?-p-n p f raction is found to be 

(12+ 7)% and the K-A (1236)/Rr'p fraction is (17 +7)%. 
A positive signal is found for K'p/K-n+p (0.8f 0.4) and 
and upper limits of 0.75(95% CL) and 0.8 (95% CL) are 
placed on the ratios Ar+/K-n+p and Aril.r+r-/K-a+p, 
respectively. 

The existence of charmed baryons is now well es- 
tablished and we can look forward in the near future to 
a marked increase in our knowledge of their properties. 

VI. The D Mesons - 

A. General Properties 

The SLAC-LBL measurements of the masses of the 
ground-state pseudoscalar and vector'D mesons are 
summarized in Table VII. Despite the large Q values 

Table VII. The Masses of the Ground-State D Mesons 

The same group hasmeasuredtheD*branchingratios 
(Table VIII). The results are derived30 from a combi- 
nation of theoretical assumptions and fits to the Do 
and D+ momenta observed at E,,=4.03 GeV (Fig. 22). It 
is worthwhile keeping in mind that these branching ra- 
tios are obtained rather indirectly and so an indepen- 
dent measurement is desirable. This may be available 
in the near future by a direct measurement in the 
Crystal Ball of the r" and y yield at EC,= 4.03 GeV. 

B. Inclusive D Production 

A SLAC-LBL measurement of D production throughout 
this energy range has recently been completed.31 The 
results are displayed in Fig. 23 along with a curve 
which indicates the charm class-section, derived from 
the total hadronic cross-section after subtracting 
"old physics". The curve closely follows the D cross- 
section and in particular confirms,within15% accuracy, 



I( 
Fig. 21. The polar angular distribution of DE pairs 
observed by SLAC-LBL at the $". The fitted value of a 
i.n the function l+a cos* B is found to be 
a) -1.00?0.09 and b) -1.04rO.10. 

that the $" 
decays only to 
DE final states. 
This is reassur- 
ing since much of 
our quantitative 
knowledge of the 
D's is obtained 
at the 6". 

The meas- 
urements also 
indicate that 
D's probably 
dominate the 
charm cross- 
section at all 
energies. We 
will combine 
sonic previous 
information 
to obtain the 
relative D:F:A, 
production rate 
in e+c- annihi- 
lations since it 
may he a useful 
yardstick for 
estimations of 
charmed particle 
cross-sections 
in other 
processes. At 
E cm =5.2 GeV, 
the total charm 
cross-section is 
R,= 1.6 f 0.3 
(Mark II) and 
so the A, 
fraction is 
0.5 AR(p+p)/ 
0.6 Rc = 0.15 
-i 0.04. From 
the DASP inclu- 
sive n signal 
at 4.4 GeV we 
can estimate 
the lower 
limit for the 
F fraction to 
be 0.5 an / 
ack =.'0.5 x 
(4.1+ 0.9)/ 
11.3 = 0.18 
?: 0.04. At 
5.0 GeV, 
DASP sees no 

IO 

0 
-1.0' 0 I.0 

1.7, case 17,1., 

Table VIII. The D* Branching Ratios 

Mode Branching Ratio (X) 

D *o -,Dr 0 0 55 2 15 

DOY 45 f 15 

D *+ o+ +Dr 64 f 11 

D+n" 28+ 9 

D+V a* 7 

6, 1 I I I 1 

4 --- Charm R,,&,n,r 

Fig. 23. The in 
elusive D cross- s-m 
section ratio 

EC.,,,. (GeV) 

R=a(D"+60+D+-l-D-)/2a,,u measured by SLAC-LBL. The 
factor of 2 accounts for the pair production of D's 
and allows a direct comparison with the total charm 
(hadronic) cross-section (dashed curve) measured in 
the same experiment. 

n signal and sets a 2a upper limit a,, (5 GeV)< 1.6 nb. 
The general picture which emerges is that the ratio 
D:F:A, is of the order 3:1:1, which partly explains 

200 400 600 000 1000 

PD (Me"'c) ,*,,A! 

Fig. 22. The D momenta spectra measured by SLAC-LBL at 
4.03 GeV for b) Do-+K-rr+ and c) D'-+K-rr'n+. The solid 
curves represent the fits to the data and the dashed 
curves in a) indicate the individual contributions 
(detailed in Ref. 30).' The three peaks around 300, 
500 and 750 MeV/c correspond to production of D*E, D*l? 
and D6, respectively. 

the chronological sequence of the discovery of these 
particles. 

C. General Features of D Decays 

The original LGW measurement33 of the inclusive 
prong distributions in Do and D+ decays has been 
verified with greater precision in a preliminary 
Mark II analysis3* (Fig. 24). In the new data, the 
mean charged multiplicities are 2.46 + 0.14 and 2.16 
f 0.16 for Do and D+, respectively. 

These measurements are made at the $I" in events 
coniaining a tagged DO(K-n+ and K-n+t;+n-) or 
D+(K-n+s+). The tagged events also provide informa- 
tion on the branching ratios to inclusive kaons and to 
exclusive final states. The inclusive kaon branching 
ratios measured by LGW33 and Mark 113* are summarized 
in Table IX. 

It is interesting to note that both mgasurements. 
fail, by 1.5- 20, to account for all the D decays, 
even after including in the tally the 5% contribution 
from Cabibbo-suppressed (K-tr) channels. However, 
the effect may simply result from a common 
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Fig. 24. The charged:-particle multiplicity measured 
by LGW and Mark II for a) Do and b) D+ decays. 
The data has been corrected for detection efficiencies. 

Table IX. The Inclusive Branching Ratios, b(D+KX) 

Mode LGW (X) 

Do + K- 

K+ 

Total 

Mark II (X) 
(preliminary) Average (X) 

35 ii 10 56 2 5.6 50 f 5 

7,9 f 2.6 7.9 f 3 

Kj+ 57 f 26 20 + 8.5 24 f 8 

92 f 28 a4 ?: 11, a2 ?r 10 

lo? 7 17 + 4.1 15 f 4 

6+ 6 5.6 i 2.9 5.7 + 3 

39 k 29 44 f 15 43 + 14 

55 i 30 67 31 16 64 f 15 

'Derived from the measurements of K'+n+n-, after 
correcting by the branching ratio &d assuming 

r(F)= 2T(K;). 

D+ + K- 

k 

Total 

misunderstanding in K detection efficiencies, since 
the totals of the measured branching ratios are com- 
patible, in all cases, with 80%. The most significant 
result is the observation by Mark II of the "wrong 
strangeness" decays Do, D++ K+ at a level consistent 
with that expected from Cabibbo suppression. Both 
experiments find a rather low branching ratio for 
D++RX which is in part a consequence of the semi- 
leptonic decay characteristics. 

D. Hadronic D Decays 

The LGW34 and Mark 113* experiments have measured 
the branching ratios of several exclusive D decays 
which involve < In'. The "grist for the mill" is 
summarized in Table X. These modes only account for 
approximately 20% of the Do and D+ decay channels. The 
remainder are largely semi-leptonic decays or hadronic 
decays including at least 2r"'s, which are very diffi- 
cult to handle experimentally. At present there,is 
only sketchy information concerning resonance (K ,p) 
production in D decays. Since it bears on D' selec- 
tion procedures which have been applied in certain 
experiments, we comment*that there is very liLtl+e+ 
(< 15%) indication of R o production in D +K r s . 
Hopeful1 

1; 
the situation will be clarified soon by 

Mark II. 
It is expected that the charm branching ratio 

measurements will improve our understanding of 

Table X. The Exclusive Hadronic D B 

Mode 

Do+ K-k 

K-K+ 
-+ 'TI II 

iFlP 

?%+r- 

K-x++*0 

K-ll+ll+i?- 

Total 

D++s $ 

ii%+ 
K-r+r+ 
-+ 
Ko, x0 

i?%+lr+lT- 

K-ll+ll+;c,+, 

Total 

,GW (X) 

2.2? 0.6 

4.Ok1.3 

.2.Of. 6.0 

3.2tl.l 

1.5+ 0.6 

3.9* 1.0 

Mark II (X) 
Preliminary 

2.8 kO.5 

0.31 f 0.09 

0.092 0.04 

2.1 kO.9 

2.7 ?:0.7 

6.3 i 2.2 

6.7 + 1.4 

2.1 * 0.5 

0.5 + 0.3 

5.2 f 1.0 

16.4 + 9.5 

5.1 + 2.0 

: 2.0 (9OXCL 

aching Ratios 

Average (X) 

2.6 f0.4 

0.31+ 0.09 

0.0910.04 

2.1 AO.9 

3.0 f0.6 

7.0 i-2.1 

4.5 + 0.9 

19.6 + 2.6 

1.9 lr 0.4 

0.5 +0.3 

4.6 It 0.7 

16.4 f 9.5 

5.1 *2.0 

: 2.0 (9O%CL) 

28.5 '. 9.7 

non-leptonic weak interactions. The situatjon is, her 
ever,complicated by the existence of several decay 
mechanisms and by the uncertainties of final-state 
interactions. For a comparison with theoretical cal- 
culations it is particularly important to know the Do 
and D+ lifetimes so that the experimental branching 
ratios can be converted into rates. This will be 
discussed later. 

Presumably the simplest hadronic decays, which in- 
volve only two final particles, will provide the most 
useful information. The Mark II experiment has recent- 
ly observed35 the Cabibbo-suppressed decays Do-+x-a+ 
and D'+K-K+ (Fig. 25). They measure the following 

Fig. 25. The invariant mass distributions measured by 
park II at the IJJ" for a) 7-r' b) K-a+ and c) K-K+. 
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relative decay rates: r(D"~.-*'>/r(Do~K-~')= 0.033 ?: 
0.015 and ~(DO+K-K+)/ r(D'+K-ir+)= 0,113 f. 0.030, 
These are to be compared with the "naive" theory36 
which indicates the relative rates, tan2 Bc X 1.07 
(ph$se.;-p;z;l: 10;~~~c;;~e;;~2 Sc.X 0.92= 0.046 for 
R-R The discrepancy can be 
readily accommodated by a slight complication of the 
theory.37 It is unfortunate that these beautiful 
measurements are unable to determine the Cabibbo angle 
in charm decays, but simply confirm it has roughly 
the expected magnitude. 

Fig. 27 excludes events with 2 detected electrons, it 
measures the quantity 2b,(l-be), where be= T(charm -+ 
evX)/I'(charm + all). In this context, "charm" is a 
varying mixture of D's, F's and he's whose composition 
is only known with any confidence at the $It. For this 
reason, it is difficult at present to draw any firm 
conclusions from Fig. 27. However, taken at face value, 
be is consistent with being constant above 4 GeV and 
slightly higher at the JI". Since no variation is ob- 
served at the F and A, thresholds, these particles may 
have semi-leptonic branching ratios comparable with the 
D's although of course their electron contribution is 
diluted. 

The measurements of the branching ratio, D+evX, 
are summarized in Table XI. 

E. Semi-Leptonic D Decays 

In contrast with the situation for hadronic decays, 
tests of the charm current are relatively clean in 
semi-leptonic processes, since the hadronic current 
appears once and is multiplied by a known leptonic 
current. 

Experimentally, the process c+se+v, is investi- 
gated by studying the multi-prong electron events, 
e' + 2 2-charged particles, which are chosen to mini- 
mize the 'I background. The cross-section ratio of the 
charm multi-prong electron events, R$, is seen in the 
DELCO data (Fig. 26) to follow the structure which is 

Experiment 

Table XI. The Branching Ratio for D*evX 

1 
I I 

Reference 
I 

E, (GeV) 
I 

Branching 
Ratio (X) 

DASP 38 

LGW 34 

DELCO 39 

MARK II 32 

x.99+ 4.08 

V' 

11" 

v 

8.0+ 2.0 

7.2+ 2.8 

8.0+ 1.5 

lO.O_+ 4.0 

8.Ok1.1 Average 

In order to avoid the unknown contributions from other 
charm sources, these measurements are restricted to 
Ecm < 4.08 GeV. The composition of the "D" is 
(56+ 3)% Do and (44+ 3)% D+ at the $" and (70+ 10)X Do 
and (30 *lo)% D+ at 4.03 GeV31 (which is appropriate 
to the DASP data). It is Important to keep in mind 
that the detection efficiencies which have been used 
in these measurements have been derived on the assump- 
tion of equal Do and D+ semi-leptonic branching ratios, 
If they are different,then the D branching ratio of 
8.0% cannot be simply interpreted as the, arithmetic 
mean, weighted by the Do and D+ fractions. 

The electron momentum spectrum of the multiprong 
events observed by DELC03g at the $" is shown in 
Fig. 28. This data is uncorrected for the Cerenkov 

-0.1 - 
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Fig. 26. The charm multi-prong electron cross-section, 
a;= o(e' + 2 2-charged-particles)/au,,, in the energy 
range,?.67- 4.80 GeV. The data, recorded by DELCO, is 
corrected for backgrounds due to the 'I and misidenti- 
fied hadronic events., The error bars are statistical 
and do not reflect possible smooth energy-dependent 
systematic errors of 15%. 

familiar from the hadronic cross-section. A direct 
comparison with the total charm cross-section is il- 
lustrated in Fig. 27, where the quantity Rzf RC is 
plotted. The charm hadronic cross-section RC is ob- 
tained in the same experiment by subtraction from the 
R plot of the (constant) "old physics" events as well 
as backgrounds such as the T, $ and g' radiative tails, 
2-photon-process and beam-gas interactions. Since 

t- 

+“( 3.77 GeV ) 
Backgrounds 

--T 
- -- Hodronic 

60 

0 0.5 1.0 O/F 
ELECTRON MOMENTUM (GeV/c) 

Fig. 28. The electron momentum spectrum from multi- 
prong events observed by DELCO at the JI". The solid 
curve indicates the predicted contribution from 'I 
decays (19% of the observed events). The dashed curve 
shows all other sources of background (24%). 

01 
3.75 4.00 4.25 4.50 4.75 

9-m E c.m. (GeV) YlS.ll 

Fig. 27. The ratio of Rz to the total charm hadronic 
cross section, RC, measured by DELCO. The ratio Rz/R' 
is equal to 2 b,(l-be), where the branching ratio, 
be=b(charm + euX). 

detection efficiency or the backgrounds due to the r 
and hadronic events. The latter are determined from 
data taken at the J, and at 3.50- 3.52 GeV, and also by 
independent calculations. After correcting for these 
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effects, the D electron spectrum (Fig. 29) is obtained 
and compared with several hypotheses which assume the 

60 

- - K*(890)ev 

0 0.5 I.0 O/F 
,-,* 1.011, ELECTRON MOMENTUM (GeV/c) 

Fig. 29. The electron momentum spectrum from D decays 
at the $I'; measured by DELCO. The curves have been 
fitted to the data below 1 GeV/c and correspond to the 
following hypotheses: 

a) D+rev (dot-dashed curve, X2/dof=80.9/16), 
D+Ke.w (solid curve, X2/dof=23.4/16), 
D+K" (890)ev (dashed curve, X'/dof= 53.8/16). 

b) Contributions from D+Kev (55%), D+K*ev (39%) 
and D+nev (6%) {X2/dof= 11.2/151. 

GIM mechanism for the D semi-leptonic,decays. The 
spectrum is incompatible with a single decay mode but 
shows good agreement with a mixture of Kev and Knew. 
The fitted contributions depend on the fraction of the 
Ka mode which is resonant. The extreme values are 
(37 t 16)% and (55 ?r 14)% for K*ev and Kev, respec- 
tively, or, in the case of non-resonant Kn production, 
(55 + 21)% and (38 + 19)X for Knew and Kev, respective- 
ly. In these fits a small contribution from xnev and 
rev is included and fixed in relation to the Cabibbo- 
favored channel. A study was also made of the possible 
contribution of the channels Knnev, Q(1280)ev and 
K**(1420)ev and in all cases the fits were compatible 
with zero signal. 

VII. The Charm Lifetime 

The relative lifetime of the D+ and Do can be 
investigated by measuring the individual D+ and Do 
semi-leptonic branching rtfios. This follows since 
the dominant decay, c+ se v,, is AI= 0 and so there 
exists a pair-wise equality of each Do a d D+ P semi- 
L;-p:onic decay channel, e.g., r(DO+Re ve)= P(D+-+ 
K e ve) and P(Do+pr-e+ve)= T(D++K-r+e+v,). In 
consequence, the relative lifetimes- r(D+)/r(DO) = 
b(D++hvX)/b(D'+ ewX). This measurement can in turn 
be converted into an absolute lifetime determination 
since the decay rate P.(D+Kev) can be reliably calcu- 
lated,40 in analogy with r(K+nev), with a small un- 
certainty arising from form-factor effects. 

The experimental techniques which can separate 
the D+ and Do semi-leptonic branching ratios are: 
a) measuring the multi-prong electron cross-section at 
two energies with known, and different, Do and D+ com- 
positions, b) utilizing a softn+tagin D*+D- events to 

signal the presence of a Do and a D-, c) tagging 
events by hadronic decays at the JI", and finally d) 
comparing the production rate of one-electron and two- 
electron events. 

The last technique has been applied to the DELCO 
data sample (Table XII) at the $J". As a check that the 

Table XII. The DELCO Multi-Prong Electron 

Data Sample at the JI" 

Event Event Topology 

Description 1 electron 2 electrons 2 electrons 
+ "V" (Kg) 

events are predominantly consistent with both D mesons 
decaying semi-leptonically, the electron energy spectra 
for the le (background-subtracted) and 2e (unsubtracted) 
data are compared in Fig. 30. 

The observed num- 
ber of le events from 
charm (Ni) is related 
to the Do and D+ sani- 
leptonic branching 
ratios (b" and b+, 
respectively) by the 
expression, Nl =A02b 
(i-b') +A;2b+(l-b i ), 
where the constant 
Ay(ATl is the number 
of DoDo(tiD-) decays 
in the data-sample, 
multiplied by the 
detection efficiency. 
The equivalent ex- 
pression for the 2e 

12 , / I , I, I , , 
- D Spectrum 

IO - (le events) 

E- 

r 6- 

z 
&4- 

2- 

0 I I I / I I I I 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I .o 

e-7. III".>& ELECTRON MOMENTUM (GeV/c) 

Fig. 30. The electron momentum spectrum of the multi- 
prong, 2-electron events (e+e- + 2 l-charged-particle) 
observed by DELCO at the JI". The curve indicates the 
charm spectrum observed in the l-electron events. 

events is, N2=Aqbo2+ A!$+2, where AZ and AZ involve 
new detection efiiciencies. Thus we see that there is 
a band of solutions for bo and bf which is approximate- 
ly linear for the le data and elliptical for the 2e 
data. The results are shown in Fig. 31 for the two 
extreme assumptions in detection efficiency. The data 
indicates either b+ >> b" or bf << b", independent of 
assumptions about the individual semi-leptonic decay 
channels. In order to assess the significance of this 
data, we can ask, "What is the probability of observing 
twenty-one 2e events or more, if bo=b+?" For bo=b+ 
= 8%, the predicted number of 2e events (including 
background) is 10.5 and the probability of observing 
2 21 is 0.3%. (This calculation assumes a K/K* ratio 
which leads to the largest, and therefore most conser- 
vative, number of 2e events.) If we take b'=b+=9.1%, 
which is lo above the world average value, the predic- 
ted number is 12.2 and the probability, 1.3%. For com- 
parison, if we predict 21, the probability of observing 
21 or more is,of course,50%. It is therefore unlikely 
that the excess 2e events are a statistical fluctuaticn. 

In order to distinguish between the two overlap 
regions in Fig. 31 the K", ("V") content in the 2e 
events is utilized. The presence of a Kg is signified 
by at least one track which does not project back 
towards the origin in the azimuthal view. 
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Fig. 31. The allowed solutions for the Do and D+ 
semi-leptonic branching ratios in the DELCO le and 2e 
nultiprnng data at the v'. The shaded regions, which 
correspond to 2 10 limits, are ploted for two extreme 
assumptinns of the detection efficiencies: a) all 
D+Kev and b) all D+K"ev. 

The infcrmaticn which is summarized in Table XIII is 
the prohabllity of observing eight 2eV events or more 
given 16.4 charm 2e events, for several D decay modes. 
Note that this information is independent of the abso- 
lute number of 2e events since it relies on the frac- -- 
tion with a "V". 

Table XIII. The Probabilities of Observing Eight 

2eV Events or More 

Decay Mode Predicted Number 
of 2eV Events+ Probability (X) 

D+D- -+ K'ev 7.9 53 

K*'ev 3.2 1.7 

DoF + K'ev 1.8 0.05 

K*‘ev 3.5 2.8 

t including 1.8 background events. 

The large observed K" signal in the 2c events therefore 
implies: a) there ig a large contribution from D+D- 
and b) D++c"efv e is an important decay channel. 

Finally, by combining the information from the le, ?e 
and 2eV/2e data (Fig. 32), the Do and D+ semi- 
electronic branching ratios are found to be < 5% (95% 
CL) and (24?4)%, respectively, These preliminary 
values account for systematic uncertainties such as 
the fractions of Kev and K*ev. The Mark II data also 
favors a value for the D+ semi-electronic branching 
ratio which is larger than that of the Do. The pre- 
liminary measurements32 are b"= (5.2+- 3.3>% and bf= 
(16* 5.3)%, using tagged events at the +'I. These 

0 5 IO 15 20 25 30 
11.., b CD+- Xevl (%I 1.11.11 

Fig. 32. The probability contour plot for the Do and 
D+ semi-electronic branching ratios, measured by DELCO. 

measurements are consistent with the observation 
(Fig, 27) that the inclusive electron yield from charm 
events is largest at the a", where the D+ fraction is 
a maximum. 

The results imply that the D+ lives several times 
longer than the Do; in the DELCO data ~(D+)/T(D') > 
4 (95% CL). The actual lifetimes may be determined from 
the calculation, 40 T(D+Kev)= (1.4+ 0.3)lO'l set-l, and 
assuming a Kev/Xev fraction of (45It 24)% (which corres- 
ponds to the limits indicated by the le momentum dis- 
tribution). The values for the DELCO data are: T(D") < 
3.5 lo-l3 set (95% CL) and r(D+)= (8+- 5) 10~'~ sec. T7 
A similar lifetime-difference has been indicated by 
direct observations in emulsions and bubble-chambers.41 
Based on a world total of about a dozen events in each 
clnss, the mean lifetime of the neutral charmed parti- 
cles is 1.0 lo-l3 set, compared with 5.3 lo-l3 set for 
the charged charmed particles. 

The observed inequality of the Do and D+ lifetimes 
implies that the simple view of nonleptonic decays, in 
which the spectator quark plays an unimportant role,is 
incorrect. This picture implies TiL = TgL,whereas the 
DELCO measurements indicate p:L > 5.3 FfiL (95% CL). 
Several authors42 had previously advocated this 
possieility based on their considerations of the D 
and D branching ratios , particularly involving Kn 
final states. 

VIII. Conclusion 

The studies of the T and charmed particles are by 
no means complete and for the future we will continue 
to rely largely on e+e- data at these energies. 
Amongst the topics of particular interest are: 

1) How exact is e-u-r universality? This is explored 
by improved measurements of the 'I lifetime, V-A cur- 
rent, vr mass and rare decay modes. 

2) The Cabibbo angle in r*d_ecays. The most readily 
accessible measurement is K +/P-VT - L 
3) The characteristics of the 'c multiprong decays, 
particularly the "Al"v mode. 

4) The values of R (within a 2% error) above and 
below charm threshold. 

5) The charmonium states c, nc' and 'PI. 

6) Confirmation of the DASP observation of the F 
mesons and measurement of their properties. 

7) Identification of further charmed baryon states 
and measurement of the branching ratios, particularly 
of the semi-leptonic decays since these may be an im- 
portant source of prompt leptons in other interactions. 

8) Measurement of the Cabibbo angle in cpm decays 
from the relative rates, p(D++nOe V,)/r(D +K"e+ve). 

Although there is still plenty of work to be done, 
it is becoming experimentally increasingly difficult. 
For example, D measurements will require almost a full 
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years run in order to decrease the typical statistical 
errors by a factor of two. With luck this picture may 
be tempered by new productive Ecm regions and the pos- 
sibilities of improved luminosities. If this last 
year is to be a guide, we can expect some more sur- 
prises-even from the D mesons with which we are most 
familiar. 
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